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Abstract. This paper describes an organization-based approach to modelling an autonomous 

distributed system. This approach simplifies design of such systems and allows for a better 

understanding of the system overall. Such an approach is applicable for modelling a variety of 

distributed systems. We demonstrated it for a swarm system of autonomous drones used for 

disaster relief aid delivery. 

1. Introduction 

New advances in technology allow using autonomous drones to work as a team to achieve a specific 

goal. Such teams are often called swarms. Each drone in a swarm is autonomous, but drones can 

communicate among themselves in a distributed fashion to get to a specific goal as a team. 

A study of autonomous systems like swarms of AI-enabled autonomous drones has become 

important not only for military applications but also, and increasingly so, for civilian use, such as 

humanitarian aid and disaster relief, search and rescue and search and track of a target with minimal 

outside direction, to name a few. Smart-swarm autonomous systems should be self-directing, with 

reliable communication among its parts, resilient to various interferences and self-adjusting in the face 

of failures of some of its parts. 

It is a difficult task to develop autonomous distributed systems that are robust, flexible and fault 

tolerant. This paper describes how a design of such systems can be done using an organization model 

approach for multi-agent systems. The design stage is the first step in developing autonomous 

distributed systems and is a part of a bigger ecosystem for design, development, verification, 

validation and deployment of such systems that the author is working toward. 

The approach to design autonomous distributed systems using organization model presented here is 

based on an organization as a social construct that provides a framework for defining goals that the 

organization tries to achieve, entities to achieve these goals and relationships among the entities. More 

specifically, we draw from the Multiagent Systems Engineering methodology (MaSE) [1,2] to derive 

goals from the system description, and then design roles, capabilities and agents to achieve the 

organization goals. 

We present a concrete example utilizing this approach for a swarm of autonomous drones for 

disaster relief aid delivery and discuss the place of this approach in the framework for development of 

autonomous distributed systems. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as following: first, we discuss related work to designing 

autonomous distributed systems; then, we present an organization model that we utilize to model 

autonomous distributed systems; we follow with an example, in which we design a model for a swarm 
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of autonomous drones for disaster relief aid delivery and present on organization instance for this 

example; finally, we end with conclusion and directions of our future work. 

2. Related Work 

Research into designing and implementing autonomous distributed systems has taken many directions. 

For us, an organization-based approach is of interest for modelling such systems as well as the 

development of frameworks for the ease of developing, testing and deploying autonomous distributed 

systems. 

Research into an organization-based approach to modelling distributed systems shows that: 1) 

organizational design is easier to understand as it is close to human organizations [3], 2) organization-

based systems tend to be efficient and can efficiently adapt to changing conditions [3,4], 3) 

organizations are flexible [3,4], and 4) best designs utilizing organization-based approach are 

application and situation dependent [5].  

Organizations can be centralized or decentralized. In a distributed scenario, decentralized 

organizations tend to exhibit higher performance and reliability [1]. 

Several attempts have been done at creating and formalizing systems or frameworks to capture the 

concept of teamwork within an organization [6-11]. Although valuable for design of autonomous 

distributed systems, they fail to provide a wide accepted use. 

In our previous work we proposed InDiGO, an infrastructure for development of distributed 

systems [12]. InDiGO allows design of generic but customizable algorithms and provides tools to 

customize such algorithms for distributed applications [12,13]. We demonstrated advantages of using 

such a framework for distributed systems development [12,14] and plan to merge this research into the 

InDiGO framework. 

3. Organization Model 

3.1. Model Description 

To ease the design of autonomous systems, we propose an organization model (O). This model 

describes the structure of the organization and combines all entities of the autonomous system and the 

relationships among them. Figure 1 shows organization model using standard UML notations. 

Organization model O contains a set of goals (G) that the system is trying to achieve, a set of roles 

(R) that achieve the stated goals, a set of agents (AG) that are capable of playing specific roles, a set of 

capabilities (C) that agents possess and that are required by the roles to achieve the goals, a set of 

assignments (A) that the organization performs to assign agents to play specific roles to achieve 

specific goals and a set of policies (P) that constrain the assignments. 

The organization model also describes relationships that exist among entities of the autonomous 

system. Among them are the following relationships: achieves relationship that exists between roles 

and goals, capable relationship that exists between agents and roles, possesses relationship that exists 

between agents and capabilities, required relationship that exists between capabilities and roles, 

constrains relationship that exists between policies and assignments and assigned relationship that 

exists between agents, roles and goals. 

Formally, organization model O is a tuple 

O = < G, R, AG, C, A, P, achieves, capable, possesses, required, constrains, assigned > (1) 

where 

 achieves: R x G − Boolean (2) 

 capable: AG x R − Boolean (3) 

 possesses: AG x C − Boolean (4) 
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Figure 1. Organization model. 

 

 required: C x R − Boolean (5) 

 constrains: P x A − Boolean (6) 

 assigned: AG x R x G − Boolean (7) 

Every autonomous system is built to achieve certain goals. In our model each goal has a definition. 

All goals are placed in a set G. Goals can be critical or noncritical. Function critical determines 

whether a goal is critical. At this point we do not consider various relationships among goals, for 

example, such as subgoals, parent and child goals, conjunctive and disjunctive goals and precedence 

between goals and leave this to our future work. 

 critical: G -> Boolean (8) 

We define completeness and incompleteness of a model with respect to organizational goals. The 

model is complete if all the goals can be achieved, whereas the model is incomplete if at least one goal 

cannot be achieved. We discuss completeness, validity and viability of the model in the following 

section. 

A goal is directly achieved by a role or a set of roles that each agent is capable of playing. 

Therefore, each goal is indirectly achieved by an agent or a group of agents through the roles, which 

those agents are capable of playing. An agent can be capable of playing several roles depending on the 

inherent capabilities that the agent possesses. Each role requires one or several capabilities that agent/s 

possess. 

Completeness of the model is validated through assignments. Assignments are used to capture 

information about which agents play which roles to achieve which goals. Assignments are constrained 

by the organization policies that dictate which assignments are allowed and which are not. 

3.2. Completeness, Validity and Viability of the Model 

In this section we introduce the concepts of completeness, validity and viability of an organization 

model. 
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If all the goals can be achieved, the model is said to be complete. If at least one goal cannot be 

achieved, the model is said to be incomplete. It is certainly desirable for a model to be complete and in 

some cases it is absolutely necessary. There are non-critical situations though, in which a model can be 

incomplete but sufficient for a system. We will research such scenarios in our future work. Complete 

and incomplete predicates are defined below: 

 complete (O)   g G (  aAG, rR | capable (a, r)  (achieves (r, g))) (9) 

 incomplete (O)   g G ( aAG, rR |  capable (a, r)   (achieves (r, g))) (10) 

A model can be incomplete but still viable. If all critical goals are achieved, the model is said to be 

viable. A complete model is de facto viable. If at least one critical goal cannot be achieved, the model 

is said to be nonviable. Viable and nonviable predicates are defined below: 

 viable (O)   g G | critical (g) (  aAG, rR | capable (a, r)  (achieves (r, g))) (11) 

       nonviable (O)   g G | critical (g) ( aAG, rR |  capable (a, r)   (achieves (r, g))) (12) 

 

If all constraints of the organization model are satisfied, the model is said to be valid. For example, 

one general constraint that we define on an agent is that each agent must possess at least one capability. 

If an agent possesses no capability, it cannot play any role and, therefore, is useless to the system. This 

constraint is formalized below, where # is the cardinality of the set: 

  aAG, c C | # { c | possesses (a, c)}  ≥ 1 (13) 

Another general constraint is applied to roles and it states that each role has to require a capability. 

If a role does not require any capability, it means that no agent is capable of playing this role, therefore, 

each goal that the role achieves cannot be achieved. This constraint is formalized below: 

  rR, c C | # { c | required (c, r)}  ≥ 1 (14) 

In order for an agent to be assigned to play a certain role to achieve a certain goal, the agent must 

possess all the capabilities that are required by the role that achieves the goal. This is formalized in the 

two general constraints below. Constraint (15) specifies that an agent has to possess all the capabilities 

that are required of a role to be able to play that role. Constraint (16) specifies that an agent has to be 

capable of playing a role before the agent can be assigned to play that role. 

  aAG, rR | capable (a, r)   c C | required (c, r)   possesses (a, c) (15) 

  aAG, rR, gG | assigned (a, r, g)  capable (a, r) (16) 

3.3. Organization Policy Constraints 

Along with general constraints that each organizational model must satisfy, an organization might 

impose additional constrains through policies. An example of such a policy constraint could be one 

that states that certain goals must be achieved by several agents to provide redundancy. This 

redundancy might be important for agent’s capabilities that degrade under certain conditions, such as 

capabilities that depend on a battery life for autonomous drones. 

4. Organization Instance 

In this section we present examples of what various entities of an organization model could be in a 

case of a system of autonomous drones and then apply organization model approach to designing a 

swarm system of autonomous drones that are used for disaster relief aid delivery. 

Examples of agents could be autonomous drones, parts of autonomous drones or whole groups or 

swarms of autonomous drones. 

Examples of capabilities are data acquisition capabilities, data access capabilities, data 

manipulation capabilities, data transmission capabilities, computational capabilities, sensor 
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capabilities, GPS capabilities, etc. During the system life span capabilities can degrade or improve. 

For example, sensors usually degrade over time and sometimes their accuracy becomes an issue. 

Another example of a degrading capability, albeit for possibly a short period of time, would be a 

limited vision capability during a cloudy or rainy weather. On the other hand, learning algorithms can 

improve a certain capability. In these cases, the system reorganization could be advisable or necessary.  

Each organization has a set of policies that constrain the assignment of agents to roles to goals. 

These policies could be general in nature or very specific to the autonomous system. An example of a 

general policy could be a policy that states that each role must be played by at least one agent. An 

example of a system-specific policy could be a policy that states that no fewer than three agents ought 

to be involved in working on a specific goal. 

4.1. A Swarm System of Autonomous Drones Used for Disaster Relief Aid Delivery 

In this section we apply the organization model approach to designing a swarm system of autonomous 

drones that are used for disaster relief aid delivery. This example is intentionally kept to a minimum 

for simplicity and clarity of presentation. 

4.1.1. Defining Goals. The purpose of this system is to deliver disaster relief aid to the disaster area. 

Therefore, we define the following two goals for this system: 

• g1: deliver disaster relief aid.  

• g2: navigate to site.  

4.1.2. Defining Roles. Goals are achieved by roles that various agents play. For simplicity we define 

only two roles that will be directly mapped to achieve the two goals stated above. In general, an 

organization can have many roles that achieve various goals. 

• r1: carrier. 

• r2: navigator.  

4.1.3. Defining Capabilities. Each role requires a set of capabilities that an agent must possess in order 

to be capable to play the role. For this system we define three capabilities and list them below: 

• c1: carrying capability. 

• c2: navigation capability. 

• c3: communication capability.  

4.1.4. Defining Agents. We also define five agents with various capabilities and list them below: 

• a1-a4 – carrier agents. 

• a5 – navigator agent.  

4.1.5. Organization Instance. After we define goals, roles, capabilities and agents, the organization 

algorithms make assignments taking into consideration policy constraints to create an organization 

instance that would achieve all the stated goals. We call such an organization instance a system. For 

this example, we use a simple greedy assignment algorithm that first tries to find roles to achieve goals, 

then it tries to match roles with existing capabilities, and then it matches existing agents to capabilities. 

We consider the study of assignment algorithms an extensive and important aspect of this work not 

only for initial assignments but also for reorganization of the system when faced with failures and 

leave it to future work. The organization also produces information to the user whether the system is 

complete. If a complete system cannot be formed, the organization tries to create a viable system. In 

all cases, the initial system has to be valid. An organization instance for our example is shown in 

Figure 2. It is both complete and valid. It is complete because all goals can be achieved. It is also valid 

because all organization policies are satisfied. 
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Figure 2. Organization instance. 

5. Simulation of the Organization Instance 

We simulated the work of the organization instance from Figure 2 on a 1000x1000 grid in a program 

written in Java. Part of the grid in the simulation is shown in Figure 3. The simulation’s task was to 

move carrier agents a1–a4 from the initial position to the destination – dark grey area on the grid. The 

simulation worked in time increments. During each time increment communication between agents 

happened according to the following communication protocol: navigator agent a5 generated next 

moving instructions for itself, moved accordingly and sent a broadcast message to all other agents with 

its movement information. Upon receiving the message and based on the information in it, carrier 

agent generated a move for itself, moved accordingly and sent an acknowledgement message back to 

the navigator agent. The same sequence of events repeated during next time increment. An 

intermediate position of agents during the simulation is shown in Figure 3. The simulation continued 

until all agents a1-a5 reached the destination. 

 

 
Figure 3. Simulation of an organization instance. 

 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented an organization-based approach to modelling autonomous distributed 

systems. This approach simplifies modelling of such systems and allows better understanding of the 

overall system. This approach is applicable for modelling a variety of distributed systems. We 

a5

a1 a3

a2

a4
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demonstrated it for a swarm system of autonomous drones used for disaster relief aid delivery. Even 

though the example of an organizational instance for a swarm system of autonomous drones used for 

disaster relief aid delivery is simplified, it still shows the benefits of using such an approach. 

In future work, we plan to enhance the organization model with additional features that are useful 

for the swarm of autonomous drones type of applications and generalize these enhancements to be 

applicable for autonomous distributed applications in general. We also plan to include organization-

based approach to modelling autonomous distributed systems into InDiGO framework and provide 

tools to extract optimization information from the model for middleware distributed algorithms of a 

distributed systems. We also have plans to research a possibility of expressing communication 

protocols through the organization-based modelling so that optimizations for communication in a 

distributed system could be realized based on the information from a design stage of a distributed 

system. And lastly, we plan on working on a simulator for a system, developed with the use of 

organization-based modelling in the InDiGO framework. 
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